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Narrat ive Text
Type
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Author

Related Date

PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENT

PC STATEMENT                                      

P06024 - YAMPOLSKY, GARY

Apr-27-2020      

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________

  

The probable cause of the arrest of the above-named individual is as follows: 

[On 4/27/20 at approximately 1709 hours I was dispatched to C/A 733B Officer 

Ludwig on an injury accident at the location of NB I25 and Park Ave W.  The 

accident was a 2 car with a gray Ford Mustang and a black truck.  DHMC 52 

arrived on scene to check injuries.  Paramedics asked the male driving the 

mustang inside the ambulance to check him out.  I later identified the male as 

Keilon C. Hill 08/02/94.  I went to the ambulance to ask Mr. Hill his side of 

the story.  As I opened the door the paramedic was telling Hill to get out and 

that he will not be threatening them in any way.  The paramedic stated that Mr. 

Hill was not injured and does not need any medical assistance.  Mr. Hill 

stepped out and began to walk over towards his vehicle where Officer Ludwig was 

standing looking into the vehicle.  Mr. Hill got in Officer Ludwig's face and 

rocked his shoulders back in a fighting stance.  Officer Ludwig and I thought 

an assault by Mr. Hill was impending.  Mr. Hill was placed on top of the hood 

of his vehicle and placed into custody without incident.  Mr. Hill continued to 

argue with officers and would not provide or tell officers where his picture ID 

was making it very difficult for officers to obtain his true identity.  The 

driver and passenger of the other involved vehicle related that right after the 

accident Mr. Hill approached them in a very threatening assaultive manner. 

751S arrived on scene and approved charges.] 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

  

Paper Documents sent for Scanning: 

Advisement  [No   ]   Victim Statement(s)[No   ] How many? [    ] 

Witness Statement(s) [Yes  ]  How Many? [4  ] 

Request for Presumptive Screening[No   ] 

Miscellaneous 

[ 

] 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________

DOMV Additional Required Information: 

Medical Release (HIPPA)/Victim Diagram (from DOMV Case Summary)[No   ] 

ID of Suspect (Photo of w/victim signature on back) [No   ]


